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Organize space 
as it best suits you.

The great versatility of this shelving system means you can organize 
and optimize space in any room. Made from anodized aluminium 
alloy with aluminium or polyethylene shelves or AISI 304 stainless 
steel, it is guaranteed to offer lasting stability against corrosion by 
water and moisture and provide a high standard of hygiene. In point 
of fact, the quality of the IM 92 modular shelving is guaranteed by 
the international marks NF and NSF. An elegant design, high load 
capacity, unbeatable stability and ease and speed of assembly 
are some of the features that - together with the extensive choice 
of standard sizes - make this shelving highly adaptable, allowing 
for a great many combinations and resulting in considerable space 
saving, meeting the needs of numerous different applications. 
Moreover, with the aid of “Shelving Optimization” - an easy-to-use 
software that Italmodular issue to their dealers - it takes just a few 
minutes to choose the furnishing solution that best suits the desired 
application by viewing the solution in 3D along with the relevant 
estimate: all the hassle of consulting tables and doing 
time-consuming calculations by hand is now a thing of the past.

Modular shelving

10
years
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                Optimal solution for rationalizing
                                and organizing available storage space.

Automatic composition 
calculation software.
Quick and easy to use, 
it enables you to put the 
composition together 
and gives a 3D view 
of the solution along with 
the relevant estimate.

A system that can be tailored to any size.
With its great versatility, the system organizes and optimizes space
in many areas of application, while the extensive choice of standard
sizes makes the shelving highly adaptable, allowing for a great 
many combinations and resulting in considerable space saving.



Main fields of application

Food industry

Industrial refrigeration

Catering

Hotel industry

Pharmaceutical industry

Hospitals

Office furnishing

Storehouses

Guaranteed to last.
Made entirely from anodized
aluminium alloy 20 microns
thick with shelves made from
aluminium or polyethylene,
and in the AISI 304 stainless
steel version, it is guaranteed
to offer lasting stability against
corrosion by water and moisture.

Quick and simple to assemble.
The extreme simplicity and speed of assembly achieved thanks 
to the slot-together system patented by Italmodular mean assembly
is straightforward and fast and can be performed without the aid
of special tools.

Impressive stability and high load capacity.
Both stable and sturdy, they do not need any special
fastening or anchoring, while they are built to take heavy
loads with minimal bending. A 100cm shelf has a load
capacity of approx. 200 kg.

Stainless steel shelf

High standard of hygiene.
The smooth, rounded surfaces, the closed
profiles and the total absence of gaps
and cracks in which dirt can lurk combine
to deliver a high standard of hygiene.
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Gastronorm

Aluminum Polyethylene

Interchangeable shelves.
Shelves come in three versions - 
anodized aluminium 20 microns
thick, polyethylene and AISI 304 
stainless steel - and have a number
of distinguishing traits: they are easy 
to remove, boast an elegant,
modern design and are easy to clean, 
making them thoroughly hygienic.
Moreover, with the 373mm and 
577mm wide versions, you have the
option of replacing solid shelves and 
racks with Gastronorm containers.

Optional

Locking and non-locking
swivel castor ø 100 mm.

Stainless steel bar ø15 mm
for hanging cold meats.

       (Kg)

260

250

240

230

220

210

190

170

150

140

120

110

100

90

80

A (mm)

532

620

708

798

886

974

1062

1152

1240

1330

1505

1682

1770

1858

1946

 : Linear shelf load capacity
 A :  Shelf length
 B :  Width
 H : Height
 N°:  Max. number of shelves

H (mm)

1550

1700

2000

B (mm)

373

475

577

N°

3 ÷ 13

Technical specifications
(values given in mm)

Retaining bar.

Separator.

Label.



Trolleys

3
years

DISPLAY TROLLEY.
functional and versatile display solution.
A trolley designed to display and store all manner
of products. A practical, elegant system for putting
crates of fruit and vegetables, wine bottles, bread
baskets, trays of flowers etc. on best display. It comes
in anodized aluminium with a choice of aluminium
or polyethylene shelves and is characterized by
its strength, stability, practicality and lasting durability.
It features 4 galvanized steel locking swivel castors,
which make it particularly safe and easy to handle
even when carrying a full load. Quick and easy
to assemble, it can be supplied in a wide range
of sizes and can adapt to cater to any display need.

MODULAR TROLLEY.
Stable, practical handling.
This trolley has been designed and manufactured
to carry all manner of foodstuffs and other products
from the unloading area to the storeroom. It comes
in food-safe anodized aluminium and stands out
for its excellent strength, stability and practicality.
The galvanized steel locking swivel castors make 
it particularly safe and easy to handle even when
carrying a full load. With an elegant design and quiet
operation, it comes in an extensive range of standard
sizes and has shelves made from anodized aluminium
20 microns thick or polyethylene, making this the optimal 
solution to meet the needs of numerous applications.



                 Optimal solution for handling, displaying, storing.

Adapts to meet any display need.
A practical, elegant system in a wide range of available sizes 
for saving space and putting crates of fruit and vegetables, wine 
bottles, bread baskets and trays of flowers on best display, while 
it lends itself to many other display solutions.

food-safe interchangeable shelves.
Shelves come in two versions - anodized aluminium 20 microns 
thick and polyethylene - and have a number of distinguishing 
traits: they are easy to remove, boast an elegant, modern design 
and are easy to clean, making them thoroughly hygienic and thus 
food safe.

Strong and stable.
Built to take heavy loads with minimal bending.
A 1152 mm shelf has a 110 kg load capacity.
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Main fields of application

Food industry

Industrial refrigeration

Catering

Hotel industry

Display trolley

Modular trolley

Quiet, safe and easy
to handle even when
carrying a full load.
The galvanized steel locking
swivel castors make it
particularly safe, easy to handle
and quiet even when carrying
a full load.

Dunnage Rack
Anodized aluminium platform, ideal for keeping foodstuffs 
off the floor, as dictated by health and hygiene standards.
Comes with or without castors. Load capacity up to 
250 kg. NF and NSF certified.

Dunnage 
Rack

Technical 
specifications
(values given in mm)

     (Kg)

160

140

130

120

110

100

90

80

A (mm)

798

886

974

1062

1152

1240

1330

1505

C (mm)

907

995

1083

1171

1261

1349

1439

1614

D (mm)

500

600

N°

3 ÷ 5

B (mm)

450

560

     (Kg)

180

160

140

130

120

110

A (mm)

708

798

886

974

1062

1152

C (mm)

817

907

995

1083

1171

1263

D (mm)

418

520

622

N°

2 ÷ 6 

B (mm)

373

475

577

 : Shelf load capacity
 A :  Shelf length
 B :  Width
 C : Overall length
 D : Overall width
 N°:  Max. number of shelves

     (Kg)

250

220

190

150

A (mm)

620

886

1062

1240

C (mm)

684

950

1126

1304

B (mm)

475

E (mm)

520

D (mm)

729

995

1171

1349
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Aluminium Shelving held in stock

Full Design and Installation Service

Bespoke accessories and 
manufacture

Mobile options available

Contact us...

See www.performancestorgaesystems.co.uk

Call 01525 601106

Email sales@performancestoragesystems.co.uk

Performance Storage Systems Ltd


